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ABSTRACT 
We study to which extent well-known facts concerning Vandermonde factor- 
ization or canonical representation of scalar Hankel matrices transfer to block 
Hankel matrices with p x q blocks. It is shown that nonsingular block Hankel 
matrices can be factored, like in the scalar case, into nonconfluent Vandermonde 
matrices and that the theorem on full-rank factorization of arbitrary Hankel ma- 
trices transfers (in a weak version) to the 2 x 2 block case but not to larger block 
sizes. In general, the minimal rank of a Vandermonde factorization (both with 
finite nodes and affine) is described in terms of the Hankel matrix. The main 
tools are realization, partial realization, and Moebius transformations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present paper is to generalize some well-known results 
from the theory of Hankel matrices from the scalar to the block case. The 
results we have in mind appear in different languages: as Vandermonde 
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matrix factorization of Hankel matrices, as "canonical" representation of
Hankel matrices as a linear combination of "elementary" Hankel matrices, 
or in connection with the algebraic moment problem and its generalizations. 
The initial point of our investigation is a theorem of F. I. Lander [18] 
according to which a nonsingular Hankel matrix can be represented as the 
product of a Vandermonde matrix and its transpose and a diagonal matrix 
in between: H = VTDV.  For the case of a positive definite Hankel matrix 
this theorem is another formulation of the Akhiezer-Krein theorem (see [1, 
17]) about canonical representations of positive definite sequences, which is 
related to the solution of the finite algebraic moment problem. For positive 
semidefinite sequences, the existence of such a representation was already 
shown by E. Fischer in [9] (see [1, 17]). 
To obtain a full rank Vandermonde fa~torization for all square Hankel 
matrices one has also to include confluent Vandermonde matrices and con- 
sider oo as a possible node. Following M. Fiedler, we call Vandermonde 
matrices with oo as a possible node affine Vandermonde matrices. In case 
of factorization with confluent Vandermonde matrices the middle factor D 
is not necessarily diagonal but block diagonal with upper triangular Hankel 
blocks. The existence of such a Vandermonde factorization was proved (for 
Toeplitz matrices and in the language of canonical representations) in [12] 
and further studied in [7, 8, 11, 16]. Vandermonde factorizations with finite 
nodes only were discussed in [3, 6, 15]. The results for the scalar case are 
presented in more detail in Section 2. 
The first paper on Vandermonde factorization of block Hankel matrices 
is that of T. Tismenetsky [23], where Hermitian block Hankel matrices are 
treated. It is shown that nonsingular and, more general, in our terminology 
"quasi-regular" Hermitian block Hankel matrices admit a Vandermonde 
factorization with finite nodes (i.e., c~ is not included as a possible node). 
The technique in [23] can also be used to prove the corresponding result 
for the non-Hermitian case. 
In the present paper we extend Tismenetsky's results into two directions. 
First, we prove that nonsingular block Hankel matrices admit a Vander- 
monde factorization with nonconfluent Vandermonde matrices and a diag- 
onal matrix as the middle factor. The corresponding theorem is formulated 
in Section 3 and proved in Section 6. 
Second, we discuss Vandermonde factorization of arbitrary block Hankel 
matrices or canonical representation f arbitrary sequences of blocks, which 
is the same. Simple examples how that already in the 2 × 2 block case 
a full-rank Vandermonde factorization is not possible for all square block 
Hankel matrices. But a natural conjecture is that at least one of the Hankel 
matrices generated by one and the same sequence of blocks admits a full 
rank Vandermonde factorization. This turns out to be true for the 2 × 2 
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block case. On the other hand, there exist already counterexamples for2 x 3 
and 3 x 3 blocks. The discussion of this issue is carried out in Section 8. In 
particular the minimal rank of a Vandermonde factorization is described 
in terms of "weakly proper degrees" of the underlying data sequence. 
The crucial point of our investigation is the close relationship between 
Vandermonde factorization of block Hankel matrices and partial realiza- 
tion. Likewise the Vandermonde factorization of infinite Hankel matrices 
with finite rank is related to the problem of minimal realization. These re- 
lations were already utilized for the scalar case in [15]. In Section 4 we show 
that full rank Vandermonde factorization of infinite block Hankel matrices 
is a simple consequence of the minimal realization of the corresponding 
sequences of blocks considered as the Markov parameters of a linear time- 
invariant system. 
Similarly, in Section 5 it is shown that the Vandermonde factorization 
with finite nodes is a consequence of the solution of the partial realization 
problem for the underlying sequence of blocks. To describe the general 
solution of the minimal partial realization problem we use the approach of 
[13]. So the minimal rank of a Vandermonde factorization is expressed as 
the sum of all "proper characteristic degrees." A full-rank factorization can 
be obtained only for "quasi-regular" block Hankel matrices. 
Therefore it is natural to include oc as a possible node and consider affine 
Vandermonde factorization. An affine Vandermonde factorization can be 
transformed to one with finite nodes with the help of Moebius transforma- 
tions. Moebius transformations of block Hankel and Vandermonde matrices 
and of Vandermonde factorizations of block Hankel matrices is studied in 
Section 7. The corresponding results seem to be of independent interest. 
Let us note that the specific of the results presented in this paper in the 
case of Hermitian block Hankel matrices and application to the Cauchy 
index of rational matrix functions is extensively studied in the thesis [4] of 
the first author. We hope to publish these results in a subsequent paper. 
Furthermore, let us remark that all results of this paper have analogues 
for block Toeplitz matrices T = Its_j]. One can obtain these analogues if
one replaces the partial realization problem by the time-moment problem. 
Another approach consists in the transformation of Toeplitz to Hankel ma- 
trices via Moebius transformations. For the results of this paper it is suffi- 
cient to note that TW is Hankel if T is Toeplitz and W is the (block) coun- 
teridentity. For results concerning Hermitian Toeplitz matrices one has to 
consider more sophisticated Moebius (Frobenius Fischer) transformations 
(see [16, 17]). 
Finally, let us note that Vandermonde factorization of Hankel matri- 
ces is related to the reduction of Bezoutians to block diagonal form with 
the help of Vandermonde matrices. For nonsingular Bezoutians this follows 
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immediatetely from the Hankel result since a nonsingular matrix is a 
Bezoutian if and only if its inverse is Hankel. The Vandermonde reduc- 
tion of classical, i.e., scalar, Bezoutians is discussed in the papers [10, 19, 
22]. As far as we know, there are no results concerning Anderson-Jury Be- 
zoutians, which is the block generalization of the classical Bezoutian, in the 
literature, so far. 
2. THE SCALAR CASE 
In this section we give a review of some results concerning the scalar 
case. The initial point of our investigation is the following well-known fact. 
THEOREM 1. A nonsingular Hankel matrix H = [si+j]~ -1 with complex 
entries admits a representation i the form 
g = VTDV,  (1) 
where D is a diagonal matrix, i.e., D = diag(cj)~=l, and V is a Vander- 
monde matrix, i.e., of the form 
1 
V= 
1 
n-X"  
OL 1 • . . O~ 1 
n- -1  
O~ n • , . Ol n 
As far as we know this was first proved by F. I. Lander in [18]. Relation 
(1) can be written in the form 
n 
sk = (k = 0 ,  ,2n -  2 )  (2) 
j= l  
For positive definite and semidefinite Hankel matrices uch representa- 
tions are related to the solution of the algebraic moment problem. Accord- 
ing to the theorem of Akhiezer-Krein (see [1, 17]) for any given real s2n-1 
x-~n O l2n-  1 there exist exactly one representation (2) such that S2n-1 = 2.,j=1 cj j . 
For this representation all ay are real and cj > 0. If H is singular but pos- 
itive semidefinite then according to a result of E. Fischer [9; see also 17] 
there exists a unique (!) representation (2) if n is replaced by rank H. 
Let us note two other interpretations of (1). For a c C, let ln(a) denote 
the vector [1 c~ ... an-1]T and H(a)  the rank-one Hankel matrix 
H(a)  = [ai+j]~-i = ln(a)l~(a)T. 
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Then (1) can be written in the form 
n 
H = E cjH(cYj). 
j= l  
In the case of a real Hankel matrix (1) can be written in the language 
of Hermitian forms H(x) = x*Hx as 
H(x) = cjl ( j)l 
j= l  
There are still more possible interpretations of (1). One is Gaussian 
quadrature formulas for integrals in the complex plane for some complex 
measure a (satisfying some natural conditions), 
c f (z  d~r(z) = ~ cjf(~j).  
i=1  
The nodes c~j and the weights cj for them emerge in (1) for sk = J' zkda(z). 
Another possible interpretation appears in frequency analysis (Prony's 
method). The representation (1) allows us to find the natural frequencies of 
a system given by a linear homogeneous differential equation with constant 
coefficients from the values of a solution u(t) at discrete times t = kh 
(k = 0 , . . . ,2n -  2). Here sk = u(kh). 
It is natural to ask whether there is a full-rank Vandermonde factoriza- 
tion also for singular Hankel matrices. For semidefinite Hankel matrices an 
affirmative answer is given by the theorem of Fischer. To obtain also an af- 
firmative answer for indefinite and non-Hermitian square Hankei matrices 
the class of Vandermonde matrices under consideration has to be extended 
in two directions. First, one has also to include confluent Vandermonde 
matrices. Second, one has also to consider infinity as a possible node. 
We formulate the corresponding result first in the language of canonical 
representation aswas done in [16]. For this we introduce elementary m × "~ 
Hankel matrices defined by 
H(k+l)(c~)= k! i+ j  (~i+j-k (k=0,1 , . . . ) .  
k ~=o j=0 
(If not necessary we do not indicate the drder of the matrix.) Furthermore 
we set 
H (k) (oc) = W,~H (k) (0)W,~, 
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where Wn denote the counteridentity in C n, i.e., 
1 
Wn ~ ." 
1 
A representation of the form 
l l/i 
H = Z 
i=1 j= l  
(3) 
1 is called canonical representation of  rank ~-~i=, vi of H. If in (3) c~i ~ cx~ 
then we call the representation canonical representation with f inite nodes. 
rs ]m--1 n--i In addition to the given m × n Hankel matrix H = [ ~+Jh=o j=o we 
consider the family of all Hankel matrices Hk generated by the sequence 
s = 
r l rn+n-k -1  k -1  
Hk = Hk(s)  := [si+jJi=o j=o " 
In particular, H1 is the column vector corresponding to s, which will be 
identified with s. If (3) is a canonical representation for H then the same 
formula provides a canonical representation for all members of the family 
{Hk}, in particular for H1 = s. 
X- ,k -  1 ~-. oLi We consider the spaces T/k of polynomials z-~i=0 s* , the coefficient 
vector (~i)o k- l ,  of which belongs to the kernel of Hk. 
{S " '~rn÷n-2 there are  PROPOSITION 2. For any nonzero sequence s = ~ ~/0 
two integers d] < d2, dl + d2 = m + n and two polynomials Ul c ~d1+1, 
u2 C Tld2+l such that for  all k = 1 , . . . ,m + n -  1 
7-/k = {O(A)ul(A) +c2(A)u2(A): degci(A) < k -  di, i = 1,2}. 
Here we have to set c~ = 0 i l k  << di. 
The system {Ul()~),u2(/~)} is called fundamental  system of s and the 
two integers dl and d2 characteristic degrees. Fundamental systems can be 
computed with the help of fast recursive algorithms (see [14, 16]). 
THEOREM 3. Let H be a Hankel matrix, let dl,d2 be its characteristic 
degrees, and let {Ul(A), u2(A)} be a fundamental  system of s. Then 
1. The minimal  rank of a canonical representation is dl. 
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2. If dl < d2 then H has a unique canonical representation of rank 
< d2. This representation has rank dl. The finite nodes ai are the 
roots of ul(A) and the ~ are their multiplicities, and oc is a node 
(with multiplicity Vo) in case that ~o = dl - degul(A) > 0. 
3. H has infinitely many canonical representations with simple finite 
nodes of rank d2. 
COROLLARY 4. The minimal rank of a canonical representation with 
finite nodes of H equals dl if ~o = 0 and d2 otheTnvise. 
We translate this theorem into the language of Vandermonde factoriza- 
tion. For this we introduce some notations. For c~ c C and natural  v, let 
J . (a)  denote the Jordan block 
[1 1} = ". ", 
1 a 
Furthermore, let e.  denote the first unit  vector in C ~ considered as a 
column. 
For c~ E C and natural  v and n, we denote by V~,,n(a) the u x n matr ix 
k n-1 
V~,n(a ) : row [J,((~) ev]k:  o (4)  
Note that  
[(~) ]v--ln--1 [~. ( d )z .]~-ln-1 
V~,,n(a)= aj_ i = 1 a3 
i=0 j=0 d~ i=0 j=0 " 
In addit ion we define, for natural  y and n 
0 
= " 
0 . , . 
00 11} 
0 1 0 
Elementary Hankel matrices H(k)(a) (~ E C U {oc}) can be factored in 
the form 
H (k)(a) = Vk,m(a)Twkvk,,~(O0. 
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Moreover 
where 
fi ckH(k)(~) = V~,,m(a)Tcv~,,n(a), 
k=l 
(5) 
C = ' . 
c 
We introduce some more notations. If a = (a l , . . . ,  a~) E C ~ and u = 
(v1 , . . . ,  ~)  is a mult i - index then J , (a)  will denote the Jordan matr ix  
J~(a) = d iag( J~ l (a l ) , . . . ,  J~(a~)), 
r ev will be the column col [e~,] 1, and W,  = d iag(W~l , . . . ,  W~) .  Further-  
more, we define, for a c (C U {oo}) ~, 
r 
V~,n(a) = col[Y~,,n(c~i)]l • (6) 
In the case vi = 1 and (h ~ oo for all i then (6) is a Vandermonde matr ix  
in the usual sense. If t~i > 1 for some i then V~,n(c~) is called confluent 
Vandermonde matrix. 
Vandermonde matr ices with oo as a possible node are called a]:fine 
Vandermonde matrices. Speaking about  Vandermonde matr ices we have 
always the affine ones in mind. If c~ does not appear  in c~ then we say that  
V~,n ((~) is a Vandermonde matrix with finite nodes. 
fs ~m+n-2 be a sequence and dl, d2 its charac- THEOREM 5. Let s = ~~Jo 
teristic degrees• Then for dl <_ n ~ d2 (and only for these n) the Hankel 
matrix Hn(s) admits a full-rank factorization 
g~(s) = Y,,m(a)r Dy,,~(a), 
where a = (a l , . . . ,a r )  e (C U {oo}) ~, ~ = (~ l , - - . ,~r ) ,  and D is a block 
diagonal matrix D = d iag(D1, . . . ,  Dr)  with ~ x t~ upper Hankel matrix 
blocks Di. 
Since in the case of a square Hankel matr ix  we have dl + d~. -- 2n the 
following is true. 
COROLLARY 6. Any square Hankel matrix admits a full-rank Vander- 
monde faetorization. 
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3. THE BLOCK CASE: INTRODUCTION AND MAIN THEOREMS 
Now we discuss Vandermonde factorizations and canonical representa- 
tions of block Hankel matrices H = [si+j] with p x q blocks si. 
First we clarify what we mean by a block Vandermonde matrix and an 
elementary Hankel matrix. If a E C, u is a natural number and C E C "xq, 
and n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  oc then we denote by V~,~(a, C) the matrix 
k r~--i 
V.,n(a, C) - -  row[J~(a) C]k=o.  (7) 
Furthermore we define 
where 
Y~,n(OO , C)  = Y~,n(O , C )Wq,n ,  
. 
A matrix V.,n(a, C), a E CU{c~} is said to be an elementary Vandermonde 
matrix if the first row of C is nonzero. In this case V~,~ (a, C) has full rank 
L, for n >_ u. 
An elementary m × n block Hankel matrix with p × q blocks is, by defi- 
nition, a matrix of the form 
H.,.~,~(a, C B) = V.,~(a, c)Tw~V~,n(a, B), (8) 
where V.,m(a, C) and V.,n(a, B) are elementary Vandermonde matrices. 
Clearly, the rank of an elementary Hankel matrix H.,m,~(a, C, B) does not 
exceed v. 
It is easily checked that  H .  . . . .  (a, C, B) is really a Hankel matrix and 
in the case a c C 
m--1  n -1  
H~,m,~(a,C,B) = [cTwvJu(o~)i+JB]i=o j=o" 
Furthermore, we have for finite m and n 
m--l n--1 
g.,m,n(oc, C,B) = [cTw.J.(O)m+'~-2-{-JB]i=o j=0" 
Now we explain in which sense the name "Vandermonde matrix" is used 
in this paper. Suppose that  a = (ai)[ c (C u {oc}) ~, - = (•1,..., ~'~) and 
C = col[Ci]~, where Ci E C ~{×q. Then we define 
V~,~(a, C) = col[V~.n(a~, Ci)]r=l . 
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Matrices of this form are called (affine) Vandermonde matrices. If c~i ~ oc 
for all i then we call them Vandermonde matrices with finite nodes. If all 
~i are equal to 1 then we speak of nonconfluent Vandermonde matrices. 
Nonconfluent Vandermonde matrices with finite nodes are referred to as 
simple Vandermonde matrices. 
A Vandermonde matrix V.,n(a, C) is called admissible if V.,k(a, C) has 
full rank I~1 for sufficiently large k, i.e., if the pair ( J . (a ) ,  C) is controllable. 
We consider in this paper representations of the form 
gn(s) = Vv,m(Ol, c )TwvYv,n(O~,  B) ,  (9) 
which are called Vandermonde factorizations of / In  (s) if the Vandermonde 
factors Vv,n(~, B) and V,,m((~, C) are admissible. The integer ]vl is called 
rank of the Vandermonde factorization. Obviously, rank H~(s) <_ H. 
We are in particular interested in factorizations with Ivl = rank H, which 
are called full-rank Vandermonde factorizations of H. If no full-rank factor- 
ization exists then we are interested in the minimal rank of a Vandermonde 
factorization. 
As in the scalar case, the Vandermonde factorization (9) is equivalent 
to some canonical representation f the sequence s. This can be written in 
the form 
?- 
sk = ~ cTw,,J~,(~i)kBi + CTo W,.J,o(O)g-l-kBo (10) 
i=l 
(k = 0 , . . . ,N -  1, N + 1 = m + n) or in the form 
Ha(s )  = ~ g,,m.,(c~i, Ci, Bi). 
i=0 
A Vandermonde factorization of the block Hankel matrix Hn(s) generates 
such a factorization of the same rank for any member of the family {Hk (s)} 
(k = 1 , . . . ,N ) ,  where 
Hk(s) L-1 k-1 = [Si+j]i=O j=O 
and k+l  = m÷n = N÷ 1, by 
gk(s) = Y~,l(a, c ) rw ,  v~,k(a, B). 
The minimal rank of a canonical representation is denoted by p(s) and 
the minimal rank of a canonical representation with finite nodes by po(s). 
Clearly, po(s) >_ p(s). 
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Note that  the canonical representat ion takes a simple form if the Van- 
dermonde factors are simple. In this case 
sk = c, bT 
i=1 
(k = 0 , . . . ,  N - 1), 
where B = col [b/T]~ and C = col [c/T]~. 
We discuss now some relations between Vandermonde factor izat ion and 
minimal  rank extension of Hankel matrices. Suppose that  s = (sk ) f f - :  
(N  <_ ~)  and s (~) = (sk )~- :  for n _< N. Then any canonical representat ion 
for s gives automat ica l ly  such a representat ion for s (~) . Hence p(s (~)) <_ p(s) 
and p0(s (n)) < po(s). 
However, the rank of this representat ion decreases if oo is included in 
this representation. The reason for this is that  the block row vector of the 
first n - 1 block entries of V,,~(oo, C) equals V,- l ,n- l (OO, C') plus a zero 
vector as the first row, where C '  denotes the matr ix  of the first v - 1 rows 
of C, the rank of which is equal to t, - 1. On the other hand, for a ~ oo 
this row equals V, ,n - l (a ,  C), which has the same rank. 
The difference between finite and infinite nodes is especial ly significant 
in connection with the problem of minimal  rank extension of Hankel ma- 
trices. Any canonical  representat ion of s with finite nodes gives such a 
representat ion of the same rank for certain extensions of s. In fact, if we 
define 
sk = cTw,  Jv(o~)kB 
for k = N, N + 1, . . . ,  then we obtain canonical representat ion of s (n) for 
all n of rank ]u[. The rank of ti le Hankel matr ices Hk(s (N+m)) can be 
est imated by po(s). Thus the following is true. 
Is lm- -1  n--1 PROPOSITION 7. The m x n block Hankel matrix l i+jJ~=0 j=o admits, 
for  any natural numbers k and l, an extension to an ( re+k)  x (n+l)  Hankel 
[~ lm+k-  1 n+k-1  matrix [. i+jJi=o j=0 with rank < po(s). 
We formulate our main results. 
Our first theorem is a general izat ion of a result of M. T ismenetsky from 
the Hermit ian to the general case. 
rS rn -1  n -1  THEOREM 8. Let mp= nq and let H = t i+j i=0 j=0 be a nonsingu- 
lar block Hankel matrix. Then for any p × q block Sin+n-: there exists a 
Vandermonde faetorization (9) with finite nodes such that 
Sin+n-1 = cT  llvuJv( ct) re+n- lB.  
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In this representation c~ and ~ are uniquely determined by sra+n-1 up to 
permutation. 
This theorem is actually an immediate consequence of the soh:tion of 
the minimal partial realization problem and is given in Section 5. 
One of the main results of the present paper is that sra+~_ 1can be chosen 
in such a way that  the Vandermonde matrices are simple, i.e., that  there 
is a block generalization of the corresponding result for scalar nonsingular 
Hankel matrices (Theorem 1). 
IS i ra-1 n -1  THEOREM 9. Let mp = nq and let H = L i+jJi=0 j=0 be a nonsingu- 
lar block Hankel matrix. Then there exists infinitely many Vandermonde 
factorizations (9) with ai 7 ~ (x~ and L'i = 1 for all i. 
This theorem is proved in Section 6. In the language of canonical repre- 
sentation this theorem reads as follows. 
COROLLARY 10. Let p x q blocks si (i = 0 , . . . ,  rn + n - 2), mp= nq 
Is i ra-1 n -1  be given such that the block Hankel matrix L i+JJi=0 j=0 is nonsingular. 
Then there exist c~k c C, ck ~ C p, bk E cq  (k = 1 , . . . ,  rap) such that 
rap 
S ize  i T c~ k Ckb k . 
k=l 
For general sequences s the situation is more involved. Even for the 2 x 2 
block case not every square Hankel matrix admits a full-rank Vandermonde 
factorization. An example is provided in Section 5. However, in this case 
the following is still true, which is our second main result. 
THEOREM 11. I f  s is a sequence of 2 × 2 blocks then at least one 
of the matrices Hk(s) (k = 1 , . . . ,N )  admits a full-rank Vandermonde 
factorization. 
This theorem is proved in stronger versions in Section 8. In Section 8 we 
also show that  the theorem fails to be true for larger block sizes. 
4. INF IN ITE  BLOCK HANKEL  MATRICES WITH F IN ITE  RANK 
The Vandermonde factorization of infinite block Hankel matrices H = 
oo  [s/+j]0 is an immediate consequence of Kalman's theorem in realization 
theory (see, e.g., [20, p. 364, Theorem 6.2-4]), which reads as follows. 
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THEOREM 12. Let s = ( si )~ ° be a given sequence of p x q blocks such that 
oo  the block Hankel matrix H(s) = [s,;+j]o has finite rank p. Then there exists 
a matrix triple (A, B, CT), A E C pxp, B E C ~×q, C C C pxp, such that 
sk = CTAk13 (k = 0, 1 ...). (11) 
The triple (A, B, C T) is unique in the following sense. Another triple (A, B, 
~T) of the same size satisfies (11) if and only if the two triplesare similar, 
which, means that there is a nonsingular matrix Q such that A = Q-1AQ, 
= Q-1B,  and ~T = cTQ. 
The triple (A, B, C T) is called realization of the sequence (s i )~ or of the 
transfer function F(,k), which is by definition the rational matrix function 
F(A) = ~ siA - i -~. (12) 
i=0  
Remember that according to the theorem of Kronecker-Kalman the rank 
p of the Hankel matrix H(s) equals the McMillan degree of the transfer 
function F(~k). 
Theorem 12 leads to the following. 
THEOREM 13. Let si (i = 1,2, ...) be given p x q blocks such that the 
oo  block Hankel matrix H = [si+j]o has a finite rank p. Then there exists 
an r-tuple ~ = (c~i)~i, a multi-index ~, = (~)~ with I~1 = p, and matrices 
B ~ C p×q, C E C pxp such that 
(13) 
The r-tuple c~ and the multi-index u are uniquely determined, up to permutation. 
Proof. The realization equality (11) can be written in the form 
H ( s) = col[CT A{]~ row[AJ B]~. 
Let A = Q-1 J , (a )Q be ";he Jordan normal form of A, where a E C" and 
E N r. Taking into account hat 
and W~-1 = W, we obtain 
H(s)  , r ~ r = ( row[ J . (a )W~Q-  C]o ) W.  row[ J . (a) JQB]o.  
It remains now to rename WQ-TC by C and QB by B to obtain (13). 
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Note that the quantities (~, B, and C can be obtained from the partial 
fraction decomposition of the transfer function F(A). The problem how to 
do this is discussed in detail in the thesis [4, p. 53ff] of the first author. 
5. REPRESENTATIONS WITH F INITE NODES AND 
PARTIAL REALIZATION 
In this section we show that the Vandermonde factorization with finite 
nodes of finite block Hankel matrices is closely related with the minimal 
partial realization problem formulated next. 
Given a sequence of p× q blocks s = (8i)0 N- l ,  find for minimal p matrices 
A c C pxp, B E C p×q, C E C pXp such that 
si = CT AiB (i = 0, . . . ,Y -  1). (14) 
If (14) is fulfilled and p is minimal then the triple (A, B, C T) is called 
minimal partial realization (MPR) of s. 
The solution of the MPR problem can be carried out in two steps. The 
first step is to continue the sequence s to an infinite sequence (sk/~) ° such 
that the transfer function (12) has minimal McMillan degree, and the sec- 
ond step consists of the solution of the minimal realization problem for the 
infinite sequence. In this paper we are interested only in describing the first 
one. 
Suppose we have a minimal Vandermonde factorization (9) of the block 
Hankel matrix H,~(s) with finite nodes, n + m = N - 1. Then 
si = cTw~J,(c~)iB.  
Thus (J~((~), B, cTW, )  is a MPR of s. Vice versa, if (A, B ,C  T) is a MPR 
of s and A = Q-1Jv(a)Q then 
H = V,,m(a, W~Q-TC)W~V~,n(a, QB) 
is a minimal Vandermonde factorization with finite nodes of H. 
Now we must apply the theory of partial realization. There are different 
approaches for it. We use the one presented in [13]. We recall some concepts 
and results from [13]. The basic concept is that of a fundamental matrix 
corresponding to the sequence s, which is defined next. 
Remember that the sequence s is associated with the family of block 
Hankel matrices {Hk(s) :  k = 1 , . . . ,  N} defined by 
l--1 k -1  
gk(s)  = [si+j]i=o j=o, 
where k + 1 = m + n. 
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The kernels of the matrices Hk(s) have a remarkable structure. To de- 
scribe this structure it is convenient o use polynomial language. That  
means instead of the kernels ker Hk(s) we describe the sets of vector poly- 
nomials 
k i=0 
For convenience we set kerHN+l(s) = C q(N+l ) .  The advantage of the 
polynomial notation is the fact that  one has the natural imbeddings HI  
7~2 C .. .  C 7-/N+1. Furthermore ATtk C_ Hk+l.  In [13] it is shown that  there 
exists a system of nonnegative integers di, i = 1 , . . . ,  t, where q <<_ t < p+q, 
and a system of vector polynomials ui C ~~d,+l \~-~d i  ( i  : 1, . . . , t )  such  that  
the system 
Ui~ ~U.~.~ . . . ~ )~k-d~-  l?ti~ (15) 
where i runs over all indices with k > di, forms a basis of ~k (k = 
1 , . . , ,  N + 1). The integers di are uniquely determined by s. In case that  
t < p + q we put di = N + 1 for i = t + 1 , . . . ,p  + q. With this definition 
we have 
p+q 
Z = (N + 1)p. 
i=1  
DEFINITION 14. The integers di are called (right) characteristic degrees 
of s. A system of vector polynomials ui for which the system (15) is a basis 
of the subspaces 7{k is said to be a (right) fundamental system of s. A q x t 
matrix polynomial U the columns of which form a fundamental system is 
called (right) fundamental matrix of s. 
We always assume that  the characteristic degrees are ordered in nonde- 
creasing order. 
For the solution of the minimal partial realization problem two kinds 
of characteristic degrees must be distinguished. Let u c 7~k+l\7-/k and let 
uk be the leading coefficient of u. If uk ¢ 0 then u is said to be proper, 
otherwise improper. 
PROPOSITION 15 [13]. For given s, there exists a right fundamental sys- 
tem consisting of exactly q proper and t -q  improper vector polynomials. The 
characteristic degrees corresponding to the proper polynomials arc uniquely 
determined by s. 
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Speaking about a fundamental system in the sequel we have always 
such a system in mind, i.e., a system of q proper and t - q improper vector 
polynomials and we will refer to them as proper and improper parts of 
the fundamental system. The characteristic degrees corresponding to the 
proper/ improper part are said to be the proper/improper characteristic 
degrees. 
Let us note that fundamental systems can be constructed via recursions 
N-  1 --~ N. This leads to algorithms that are similar to the algorithms for 
Hankel matrix inversion and have O(N 2) complexity or less. 
To describe the relation between the concept of a fundamental system 
and the partial realization problem we still need the concept of residual, 
which is introduced next. 
Suppose that u(A) = ~d=0 uiA ~ E ~-~d+l. Then the vector polynomial 
x'~d-1 W,~ i defined by w(~) = ~__-o  
r][ Wd-  1 0 8 0 • ~ . . "  . 
L wO J So "'" 8d-1  
[i 1 
d 
is called the residual of u. 
Now we describe the general form of the transfer function of the MPR 
of a sequence s using the introduced concepts. The following proposition is 
a slightly different formulation of a result in [13], but similar descriptions 
can be found in other sources. 
THEOREM 16. Let U = [U0 U1] be a fundamental matrix of s, where 
Uo is the q x q proper part and U1 the q x (t - q) improper part, and let 
d pr°p (j = 1 , . . . ,  q) be the proper characteristic degrees of s. Furthermore, 
let U ~ denote a q × ~- matrix polynomial (T < t - q) consisting of all columns 
of U1, the characteristic degree of which does not exceed the largest proper 
characteristic degree and let d~ mpr (i = 1 , . . . ,  T) be the corresponding char- 
acteristic degree of s. Finally, let Wo and W'  denote the matrices of the 
corresponding residuals. Then the general form of the transfer function of 
the MPR of s is given by 
F = (Wo + W'Z)(Uo + U'Z) -1, 
where Z = [zij] is an T × q matrix polynomial the entries zij (i = 1 , . . . ,  T; 
j = 1 , . . . ,  q), satisfying 
deg zij <_ d pr°p - -  dii mpr  
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if d pr°p >- --idimpr' and Ziy = 0 otherwise. In particular, the order of a MPR 
of s is equal to the sum of the proper characteristic degrees. 
The matrix 
U1 
is called (following M. G. Krein) resolvent matrix or (following Antoulas 
[2]) V-matrix. This matrix polynomial turns out to be unimodular (see 
[13]). This implies that the fundamental matrix U has full rank q for all 
A~C.  
COROLLARY 17. The MPR of s is unique if and only if the largest 
proper characteristic degree is smaller than the smallest improper one. 
The following consequence of Corollary 17 is needed below. 
COROLLARY 18. I f  s is such that the matrix H,~(s) is nonsingular then 
there exists for any p x q block s~. a unique MPR (A, B, C T) of s satisfying 
in addition S N = CT A N B. 
In fact, if Hn(s) is nonsingular then all characteristic degrees of s are 
equal to n. Furthermore the extended sequence (s, SN) has q proper char- 
acteristic degrees equal to n and p improper characteristic degrees equal to 
n + 1. Thus the condition of Corollary 17 is fulfilled. That means (s, Sx) 
has a unique MPR which is just the MPR required in our assertion. 
In the general case some "parts" of the MPR are uniquely determined by 
s and others are not. The problem of describing the unique and nonunique 
parts of the MPR is extensively studied in our paper [5]. All results of this 
paper can be reformulated in the language of canonical representations and 
Vandermonde factorization of Hankel matrices. 
As remarked above, a canonical representation with finite nodes and 
minimal rank automatically provides a MPR and, vice versa, the Jordan 
normal form of the matrix A in a MPR provides a minimal rank canonical 
representation with finite nodes. Thus we have the following. 
THEOREM 19. The minimal rank po(s) of a canonical representation 
with finite nodes of the sequence s equals the sum of the proper character- 
istic degrees of s. 
We discuss now the problem of full-rank Vandermonde factorization of 
block Hankel matrices. For this we note that the matrices of the family 
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{Hk (s)} have a characteristic rank profile. Let Pk denote the rank of Ilk (s). 
Since the vector polynomials (15) form a basis of 7-/k we have 
d~<k 
Hence 
Pk+l -- Pk =q- -  #{di  : d~ <_ k}. 
Here #M denotes the number of elements in M. From this recursion we see 
that the sequence (pk) N is first nondecreasing and after that nonincreasing. 
Moreover, the following is true. 
REMARK 20. The maximum of Pk is equal to q ~-'~i=1 di and is attained 
for all k satisfying dq < k < dq+l. 
Comparing this observation with Theorem 19 we obtain the following. 
THEOREM 21. The m × n block Hankel matrix Hn (s) admits a full rank 
Vande~Tnonde factorization with finite nodes if and only if 
1. the largest proper degree of s is not larger than the smallest improper 
degree 
2. dq <_ n <_ dq+l. 
A sequence s for which the first of these conditions is satisfied is said to 
be quasi-regular. With this concept we can formulate the following. 
COROLLARY 22. The family {Hk(s)} contains a member that admits a 
full-rank Vandermonde factorization if and only if s is quasi-regular. 
Next we discuss the case that p + q is a divisor of (N + 1)p. In this case 
and only in this case the family {Hk(s)} contains a square matrix, namely 
H,~(s) for n := (N+l )p / (p  + q). This matrix is nonsingular if and only if all 
p + q characteristic degrees are equal to n. Clearly, if Hn(s) is nonsingular 
then s is quasi-regular. Therefore, Hn(s) admits a full-rank Vandermonde 
factorization. Since the MPR is not unique this factorization is not unique. 
But in view of Corollary 18 it becomes unique if we demand in addition 
that SN ---- cTwvJv(o~)NB, where S N is a given p x q block. This leads us 
to Theorem 8. 
We finish this section with an example that shows that square Hankel 
matrices do not always admit a full-rank Vandermonde factorization, even 
in the quasi-regular 2 x 2 block case. 
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EXAMPLE 23. Suppose that s = (sk) 4 is given by 
[1 01 
s3= 0 0 ' 
and So = s2 = s4 = 0. Then the characteristic degrees of s are 0, 4, 4, 
and 4. Thus dl + d2 = 4 but the rank of the square matrix H3(s) equals 3. 
From the results above we may conclude that Ha(s) has no full-rank Van- 
dermonde factorization with finite nodes. However, the rectangular matrix 
H4(s), which has rank 4, admits a full-rank factorization. 
6. VANDERMONDE FACTORIZATION OF NONSINGULAR 
BLOCK HANKEL MATRICES 
In this section we prove Theorem 9. According to the discussion at the 
beginning of Section 5 it is sufficient o show the following. 
THEOREM 24. If S = (So,...,S2n-2) is such that the Hankel matrix 
Hn(s) is nonsingular then there exists a minimal partial realization (A, B, 
C T) of s such that A has only simple eigenvalues. 
The proof is carried out in two steps. First we construct a fundamental 
matrix the regular part of which has only zeros with geometric multiplic- 
ity 1. In the second step we construct from this fundamental matrix another 
one for which the zeros have also algebraic multiplicities equal to 1. This 
implies that the corresponding transfer function has only simple poles and 
for the corresponding realizations (A, B, C r) the main operator A has only 
simple eigenvalues. 
Let U = [U0 U1] be a fundamental matrix of s, where U0 is its proper 
and U1 its improper part. Since Hn(s) is assumed to be nonsingular, U0 is 
q x q matrix polynomial with degree n and nonsingular leading coefficient. 
For any constant matrix E = [F,~j]01 E C (p-I-q) x(p+q) for which "-00 c C qxq is 
nonsingular UE is again a fundamental matrix, and any fundamental ma- 
trix of s is of this form. Furthermore, let us recall that for all ,k E C we have 
rank U = q. 
LEMMA 25. There exists a fundamental matrix U = [ Uo U1] such that 
its regular part [70 has only zeros with geometric multiplicities one, i.e., 
rank U0 _> q - 1 (16) 
for all ;~ E C. 
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Proof. We construct successively, for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,q ,  start ing from a 
q certain fundamental  matrix U = [U0 U1] = [Ul. . .  Up+q], uk = (uik)i=l, 
new fundamental  matrices for which there is a nonsingular k x k submatrix 
Uo k of the first k columns of U0 that  satisfy 
rank U0 k >_ k - 1 (17) 
for all ~. 
Since U0 is nonsingular, one of the entries in the first column, say ufl, 
is not the zero polynomial. So we may choose U 1 = uil. 
Now we assume that  U0 k is a nonsingular k × k submatrix of the first 
k columns of U0 satisfying (17). Let { i l , . - .  , ik} denote the set of all row 
indices appearing in U0 k and let hi (i = 1 , . . . , l )  be the collection of all 
zeros of U0 k and ¢i the corresponding left eigenvectors, i.e., cTu(,ki) = 0. 
= (Uimj)m= 1 ( j  = 1 , . . . ,p -~q) .  Furthermore, we denote wj k 
We form the vector polynomial in two variables 
w(a,  A) = wk+i + wk+2a + . . .  + wp+qa ~+q-k-1 
and the scalar polynomials 
= (i = 1 , . . . , I ) .  
For i = 1 , . . . ,  l, p i(a) is not the zero polynomial, since otherwise the rows 
of U(Ai) are linearly dependent, but U has full rank for all A. Hence there 
exists an a such that  pi(a) ~ 0 for all i. For this a we have rankU = k, 
where 
= iv0 
for all ,k. We replace now Uk+l by 
uk+l(a)  = uk+l +uk+2a + ' "  +U2qa 2q-k-1 
and obtain a new fundamental matrix. In this new matrix there is a row z T 
for which the vector of the first k + 1 components i linearly independent 
of the rows of the matrix U. Otherwise we had rank [u l . . .uk  Uk+l(a)] = 
k and U0 would not be nonsingular. Now the (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrix 
U(~ +1 = [U z T] satisfies (17) for k being replaced by k + 1. Thus the lemma 
is proved. • 
Next we show that the algebraic multiplicities can be made to equal 1. 
Before proving this we state another lemma, which is, in principle, a con- 
sequence of Lemma 25. 
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LEMMA 26. 
that 
for all A E C. 
There exists a fundamental matrix U = [u I . . .  Up+q] such 
rank[U0 Uqq-1 ] ----- q (18) 
Pro@ Let U be a fundamental matrix satisfying (16), let £i (i = 
i , . . . ,1)  be the zeros of U0, and let ¢i be the corresponding left eigen- 
vectors. We form the vector polynomial in two variables 
Uq+l (~,~)  = Uq+l  + Uq+2~ + " '"  + UpTq~ p-1 
and the scalar polynomials 
pi(ol) T =: ¢ i  Ltq+l(O~' ~ i ) '  
None of the polynomials Pi can be the zero polynomial, since otherwise U 
could not have full rank for all A. We choose c~ such that pi(ct) 7 £ 0 for all 
i=  1,.. . ,1. 
If now Uq+l is replaced by Uq+t(c~) then we obtain a fundamental matrix 
that satisfies (18). • 
LEMMA 27. There exists a fundamental matrix U = [ Uo U1 ] such that 
the deteuminant of Uo has only simple zeros. 
Proof. For a given fundamental matrix, let P0 denote the polynomial 
det U0 and Pi (i = 1, . . . ,q)  the polynomial obtained from Uo after re- 
placing the ith column by the (q + 1)th column of U. If U satisfies (18) 
then the polynomials P~ (i = 0 , . . . ,  q) have no common zero. This implies 
that the two polynomials P0 and PI,~ = P1 + P'2a + "" + Pq c~q-1 are co- 
prime for almost all c~. We fix an c~ with this property and consider tile 
polynomials Q~ = P0 + "yPI,~. We show that for almost all ~ E C the 
polynomial Q~ has only simple zeros. Let A0 be a multiple zero of Q~. 
Then P0(A0) + 3`PI,~(A0) = P~(A0) + 3`P~,~(A0) = 0. Hence PI,~(A0) ¢ 0 
and 3' = -Po(Ao)/Pl,~(Ao). Furthermore we obtain that Ao is a zero of the 
function f(A) := (Po(A)/PI,~(A))'. Since the set of zeros of f is finite, Q~ 
has multiple roots only for a finitely many 7. 
We fix a 7 for which Q~ has only simple roots and replace in our funda- 
mental matrix u~ by ~i := u~ + Uq+13,a ~-1 for i = 1, . . . ,  q. Then we obtain 
another fundamental matrix. Let us denote its regular part by Uo. Then 
we have  
det U0 = Po + 7P1 + 7c~P2 + " '  + ~ c~q- 1 pq 
=Po+~'P I ,~  = Q~- 
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By construction, Q~ has only simple roots; hence U0 has only simple zeros 
and the lemma is proved. • 
Lemma 27 also proves Theorem 24. 
7. MOEBIUS TRANSFORMATIONS 
In this section we deal with some transformations under which the classes 
of Hankel and Vandermonde matrices are invariant. We call them Moebius 
transformations because they are related to Moebius transformations on 
the Riemann sphere in the classical sense. With the help of these trans- 
formations we can transform affine Vandermonde factorizations of block 
Hankel matrices into factorizations with finite nodes. In this way we can 
apply the results of Section 5 to the problem of affine Vandermonde fac- 
torization. Some of the results below are well known (see [16, 17, 21]) and 
some others seem to be new and of independent interest. 
Throughout this section we do not distinguish between the vector x and 
the polynomial with coefficient vector x, which is denoted by x()~). 
We associate any nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix 
with the linear fractional function 
a~+b 
- c),  + a 
The matrix ¢ generates a linear transformation Mq,~(¢) in the space of 
q-vector polynomials with degree _< n - 1 defined by 
(Mq,n(~))x)()~) ---- x(¢(~))(c~ + d) n-1. 
We identify Mq,n(¢) with the corresponding operator in the coefficient 
space C an and its matrix with respect o the canonical basis. The trans- 
formations Mq,n(¢) are called Moebius transformations [16]. For Moebius 
transformations the relation 
= 
holds. This implies Mq,n(¢) -1 = Mq,n(¢ - l ) .  
The striking feature of Moebius transformations is that they (and only 
they) transform Hankel matrices into Hankel matrices. The following is 
proved for q = 1 in [16] but it transfers immediately to the case q > 1. 
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i"8. lm--1 n -1  PROPOSITION 28. Let H = t *+JJ~=o j=o be a block Hankel matrix with 
p x q blocks and let ¢ be a nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix. Furthermore, let the 
sequence ~ = (So, . . . ,  Sin+n-2) be defined by 
co l [~vn+n-2  (A'~T__lrS 1re+n-2 
[ i J i=0  = Mp,m+n-l~,v.',, co  [ i J i=0 (20) 
and let ~r be the HankeI matrix ~ m-1 n-1 [Si+j]i=0 Then j=0  " 
fiI = Mp,,~(¢)T HMq,~(¢). (21) 
A consequence of this proposition is that, for a given sequence s, all 
members of the family {Hk(s)} transform in the same way. This means the 
following. 
COROLLARY 29. Let ~ be defined by (20). Then, for all k = 1 , . . . ,  m + 
n -1  andk+l=rn+n,  
Hk(s ) = Mp,t(¢)T Hk(s)Mq,k(¢). (22) 
In particular, 
kerHk(~=Mq,k(¢ - l )kerHk(s )  (k = 1 , . . . , rn  +n-  1). 
We show now that  also fundamental systems transform in this way. 
THEOREM 30. Let lg = {u l , . . . ,u t}  be a fundamental system of the 
IS 1m-1  n -1  block Hankel matrix H = t ~+JJi=0 j=0 and let di (i = 1 , . . . , t )  be the 
corresponding characteristic degrees. Furthermore, let ¢ be a nonsingular 
2 x 2 matrix. Then the vector polynomial 
= (i = 1 , . . .  , t )  
form a fundamental system of the¢-transforuned II  of H. Furthermore, the 
characteristic degrees of H and H coincide. 
Proof. As in Section 5, we denote by 7gk the space of all vector poly- 
nomials the coefficient vector of which belongs to ker Hk(s). The system U 
is fundamental  if and only if for all k 
7-lk+1 = (7-tk + AT-/k) • lin{uy}, (2a) 
where j runs over all i = 1 ; . . . ,  t for which di = k and ® denotes the direct 
sum (for details see [13]). In the sequel we identify 7-/k with ker Hk(s). 
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We show that the equality 
with 7~k := Mq,k(¢)7-/k holds for all k. In fact, for all u E 7-/k we have 
Mq,k+l(¢)u = u(¢(A))(cA + d) k 
= cAMq,k(¢)u + dMq,k(¢)u, 
(24) 
and 
Mq,k+l(¢)~u = u(¢(A))(a~ + b)(c~ + d) k-1 
= aJkMq,k(¢)u + bMq,k(¢)u. 
Since the coefficient matrix ¢ is assumed to be nonsingular, relation (24) 
follows. 
From (24) and (23) the assertion of the theorem follows. • 
Besides Hankel matrices Vandermonde matrices also can be transformed 
with the help of Moebius transformations. Before formulating the corre- 
sponding theorem let us remark that for nonsingular ¢ for which ¢(ai) ~ oo 
for all i the matrix ¢(J~(a)) has the same Jordan structure as Jv(O(a)), 
where ¢(a) := (¢(ai))[. Hence there exists a nonsingular matrix Q = 
Q(¢,a,  ~), depending on ¢, a, and v, such that 
¢( J~(a))  = QJ~(¢(a) )Q -1 (25) 
Clearly, Q is block diagonal with block sizes ~ x ~i. 
One can describe the transformation matrix Q explicitly. Since we could 
not find a formula in the literature we present one below in the following 
lemma. This lemma could be of independent interest. Surprisingly Moebius 
transforms play an important role. 
LEMMA 31. Let a E C and let ¢ be a nonsingular matrix given by (19) 
such that ~ := ca + d 7 ~ O. Then ¢(Ju(a)) is connected with J~(¢(a)) via 
(25), where Q is given by 
Q = (cJ , (a)  + dI~)M,(¢) ,  
and 5 := det ¢. 
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Proof. In polynomial anguage the action of J.(c~) can be written as 
J , (a)x(A)  = (A + a)x(A) modA".  
Likewise, the action of ¢ ( J , (a ) )  can be written as 
a (A+c~)+bx(A)  modA" ~b(J.(e~))x(/~) = c(/~ + ~) + d 
Here the fraction must be understood in the sense of the ring of all formal 
power series in A. An elemetary computat ion gives 
N~ := (¢ ( J . (~) )  - ¢ (~) I . )x  - 7(c~ + 7) :r m°d~ 
Let q0, •. •, q, -1 denote the columns of the matrix Q defined by (26). The 
matrix ~b corresponds with the function ~b(A) = (~/~f)A/(cA + V). Then the 
polynomials generated by qk are given by 
qk(a) = ~ka~(cx +7)"-" mode" 
5, k 
Hence Nqk = qk+t for k = 0 , . . . ,  u -2  and Nq,_ l  = 0. Thus in the basis 
{qk} the operator N is the forward shift. This means Q-1NQ = J ,(0) and 
implies (25). • 
Now we consider Moebius transforms of Vandermonde matrices. 
THEOREM 32. Let ¢ be a nonsingular 2 x 2 matrix given by (19), cx = 
(~i)[ ~ (C U {oo}) r, u = (u~)~ be a multi-index, and C c C I'l×q. Then 
where C C C I"l×q and Q is a nonsingular block diagonal matrix with block 
.sizes t~, × ,~, which is independent of C. If  a,, ¢(oi)  ~ oc, i = 1 . . . . .  r then 
Q is given by (26) and 
where M,  = diag(M,~)~= 1 and ~' is defined in (26). 
Proof. Obviously, it suffices to prove the theorem for r = 1, o 
C U {oc}. First we assume that  ct # cxD and ¢(c~) ¢ oc. Let I,,~(A) T = 
row[I ,  h i ,  . . .  A n-1 I ,] .  Then, by the definition of the Moebius transfor- 
mation, 
l.,,~(A)r M.,n(¢) = l.,n(~(),))T(~a + dy  -1. 
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Replacing the variable A by the Jordan block Jv(o 0 we obtain 
[Iv Jv(c~)... Jv(~) n- i]  Mv,n(¢) -- C [Iv ¢(Jv(c~)).-. ¢(Jv(oO) n-l] 
= [G ¢( J~(~) )G. . .¢ ( J~(~) )n - iG] ,  
where G -- (CJv(o 0 ÷ dI~) n-1. 
We multiply the latter equality by diag(C, . . . ,  C) from right. Since the 
block entries of the matrix M~m(¢) are only scalar multiples of the identity 
we have 
Mv,n(¢)diag(C,. . . ,  C) = diag(C, . . . ,  C)Mq,n(¢). 
Thus we obtain 
yv,n( , = [CC 
Taking (25) into account we get 
Y~,,n(c~, C)Mq,n(¢) - -  QVvm(¢((~), Q-laG). 
This gives the assertion for the case under consideration. 
Now we consider the case a = co. By definition, the Vandermonde ma- 
trix V~(co, C) is equal to V~(0, C)W~, m. But Wvm = M~,n(¢) for ¢ = W2. 
Thus V. (co, C) is a Moebius transform of V~(0, C). It remains now to apply 
the assertion for a = 0. Similarly the case ¢(a) = co can be treated. • 
REMARK 33. The matrices Q and C can also be described in the cases 
= co and ¢(a) = co. Let us consider the first of these cases. By the 
definition of V~m(co , C) and the fact that Wq,n = Mqm(w ) for w = W2, the 
2 x 2 counteridentity, we have according to Theorem 32 
yv,n(co, C)Mq,n(¢) = 
= QoVv,n(¢(co), C)Qoi(dj~,(O) + cyv)n-lc, 
where Q0 := Q(0, w¢). If ¢((~) = co then we consider first ¢ := ¢w, for 
which ¢(A) -- 1/¢(A). By Theorem 32 we have 
Yv,n(a, C)Mqm(¢ ) = QiY~m(0, C)Qli(aj,(a) + bI~)n-ic, 
where Qi :-- Q(0, Cw). By the definition of Vvm(co, C), this implies 
Yvm(a, C)Mq,n(¢) = QliVv,n(co, C)Qi(aJv(a) + bIv)n-ic. 
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Now we are able to show how elementary Hankel matrices and Vander- 
monde factorizations transform after Moebius transformations. 
THEOREM 34. Let H be a block Hankel matrix with a Vandermonde 
factorization (9) and let ~I be a Moebius transformation of H given by 
(21). Then H admits a Vandermonde factorization 
= v,,~(¢(a), 5)rw.y . ,~(¢(~) ,  ~). 
Proof. It suffices to show the theorem for one member of the family 
Hk(s). For convenience we choose the row Hm+n-l(s). But for this case 
the assertion follows immediately from Theorem 32 [] 
REMARK 35. The matrices B and C can be described explicitly. If 
ai, 8(ai) ¢oo  then one possibility is 
= Q-l(c&(a) + dZt.,) '~+n-2, 5 = W.QTW~C, 
where 
Q = (cJ,(c~)+ dIl, l)M,(¢), M, = diag(M,~)i~__l. 
8. AFFINE VANDERMONDE FACTORIZATION 
In this section we study affine Vandermonde factorizations (9) of block 
Hankel matrices, i.e., factorization with cx~ as a possible node. For this we 
consider Moebius transformations of the Hankel matrices, find the corre- 
sponding Vandermonde factorizations with finite nodes, and then trans- 
form this back to the original matrix using the results of the previous 
section. 
Remember that in the scalar case any square Hankel matrix admits a 
full-rank affine Vandermonde factorization. As Example 23 shows, this is 
not true in the block case, even for 2 x 2 blocks. The reason for this is that 
the maximal rank of Hk (s) is not necessarily attained at the square case, 
but, on the other hand, this maximal rank is a lower bound of the rank of 
any Vandermonde factorization. That means that the best one can expect 
is that one member of the family {Hk(s)} admits a full-rank Vandermonde 
factorization. We show below that this is really true for block size 2 x 2 but 
not for larger sizes. 
Our first aim is to characterize the minimal rank of a general Vander- 
monde factorization of a block Hankel matrix. For this we introduce the 
concept of weakly proper degrees of the sequence s. Let {ul . . . .  ,ut} be a 
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fundamental system of s and di (i = 1,. . .  ,p + q) the corresponding char- 
acteristic degrees in nondecreasing order. The weakly proper characteristic 
degrees d wpr are defined recursively by 
"4wpr = d l  1 .~ 1 
2. Suppose that d~ vpr, ,/wpr wpr ' " '  ~k are given and d i = d h. Let i0 > lk be 
the smallest integer for which the vector uio (A) is linearly independent 
on ul, (A),. . . ,  Ulk (,~) for at least one (which is the same as for almost 
all) A E C.1 Then zwPr = di,,. ~k+l  
Since a fundamental matrix has full-rank q for all A, we have exactly q 
weakly proper characteristic degrees. Taking the general form of a funda- 
mental system into account it can be easily verified that they are uniquely 
determined by s; i.e., different fundamental systems give one and the same 
weakly proper characteristic degrees. The q x q matrix polynomial the 
columns of which are those elements of the fundamental system/d that 
correspond to weakly proper degrees is called weakly proper part of the 
fundamental matrix U and is denoted by U wpr. By definition det U wpr is 
not identically equal to 0. We choose a number c for which this determinant 
is nonzero for A = c and set 
1] 
Then the corresponding linear fractional function ¢(A) = 1/(A - c) maps c 
to c~. 
We consider now the ¢-Moebius transforms Hk(~) of the Hankel ma- 
trices Hk(s). According to Theorem 30 a fundamental system U = {g~} 
(i = 1 , . . . , t )  of ~ is obtained from a fundamental system/g = {u~} via 
the Moebius transformation ¢-1. Hence the leading coefficients of ui are 
equal to ui (c). That means the weakly proper characteristic degrees of s are 
just the proper characteristic degrees of ~. We can now apply Theorem 19. 
Thus there exists a Vandermonde factorization of Hk (g) (with finite nodes) 
the rank of which is equal to the sum of the weakly proper characteristic 
degrees. Applying the Moebius transformation for ¢-1 to ~ we obtain, in 
view of Theorem 34, an (affine) canonical representation f the same rank 
for s. 
Vice versa, if we have an affine canonical representation for s, then it 
goes over into a canonical representation with finite nodes for a certain 
Moebius transformation of s, the minimal rank of which equals the sum of 
1For this it is necessary but  not sufficient that  the vector polynomials are linearly 
independent.  
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proper characteristic degrees. But these degrees are weakly proper degrees 
for s. 
Thus we have proved the following. 
THEOREM 36. The minimal rank of a canonical representation of s is 
equal to the sum of the weakly proper characteristic degrees of s. 
In the language of Vandermonde factorization of block Hankel matrices 
this result reads as follows. 
THEOREM 37. The m x n block Hankel matrix Ha(s) (s = (si)~ +n-2) 
admits a full-rank aJ=fine Vander'monde faetorization if and only if 
1. the largest weakly proper degree of s is not larger than the smallest 
weakly improper degree 
2. dq ~ 77, < dq+l. 
It is quite natural to conjecture that the weakly proper characteristic 
degrees are always the smallest ones. For q = 1 this is true by definition. 
This is also the case in some special situations, in particular for p = q = 2, 
but it fails to be true for larger p and q. We give an example. 
EXAMPLE 38. Let s = (si) 4 be given by so = s4 = 0, 
S 1 : 0 ~ S 2 = ~ S 3 = . 
0 
Then the block Hankel matrix H3(s) has only a trivial kernel whereas H4(s) 
has a kernel spanned by the two vectors 
[0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0] T and [1, 0,-1,  0, 1, 0, 0, 0] T. 
Hence the smallest characteristic degrees are dl = d2 = 3 and d3 > 3. The 
corresponding vector polynomials of the fundamental system are given by 
Ul(A)= [O a] and u2(A)= I I -A+A21"0  
The vectors ul(A) and u2(A) are linearly dependent for all A. Thus the 
second weakly proper characteristic degree is larger than 3. In view of 
Theorem 37 this means that the block Hankel matrix H4 (s) does not admit 
a full-rank Vandermonde factorization. 
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An example for p = q = 3 can be found in [4]. Now we formulate our 
main positive result• 
LEMMA 39. Let the first q characteristic degrees di (i = 1 , . . . ,  q) of the 
sequence s = (sk) g -1  satisfy the estimation 
dl q'- d2 + ""  + dq <_ N. (27)  
Then the q x q matr ix polynomial Uo :=  [Ul u2 - "  Uq] formed by the corre- 
sponding elements of the canonical system has a determinant not identically 
equal to O. 
Proof. As it was noted in Section 5, for a fundamental system {u l , . . . ,  
ut} of s (q _< t _< p + q), the coefficient vectors of the vector polynomials 
Akui, k = 0 , . . . ,  N - di, form a basis of C (N+l)q. From the vectors corre- 
sponding to i = 1, . . . ,  q we form a matrix M. This matrix has (N + 1)q 
rows and 
q q 
~-'2~(N-di  + 1) = (N + 1)q -  ~d i  
i=1 i=1 
columns and full rank. Hence the kernel dimension of M T equals q ~-]"i= 1di. 
Thus, by assumption, dim ker M T <_ N.  
We prove the lemma by contradiction. We assume that det U0 vanishes 
identically. Then there is a vector function ¢(A) such that ¢(A) ~ 0 and 
#)(/~)TUo()~ ) = 0 for all A. The latter can be written in the form 
MT f()~) = O, 
where f(A) = col [Ak¢(A)]N=0. 
We show now that the dimension of the span of f(A) (A E C) is not less 
than N + 1. For this we choose N + 1 numbers 0, •. •, C~N. Then 
[f(c~o)"'' f(c~N)] = 
I i O<oIq Iq OZl ] q 
C~N Iq 
• . .  l 
. - -  ~Iq[.. 
• ..  cgNIq J  
diag (¢(a0) , . . . ,  ¢(aN)). 
Since ¢(c~i) ¢ 0 the second factor on the right-hand side has rank N + 
1. Furthermore the first factor is a nonsingular matrix. Hence the f (c~i) 
are linearly independent and belong to ker M T. Thus dim ker M T > N + 
1, which is a contradiction to our assumption. This shows that U0(A) is 
nonsingular for almost all A and proves our lemma. • 
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An immediate consequence of Lemma 39 is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 40. I f  the first q characteristic degrees di(i = 1 , . . . ,q )  of 
the sequence s = (sk) N satisfy the estimation (27) then the di are just the 
weakly proper characteristic degrees ors. In particular, s admits a canonical 
representation of rank dl + • • • + dq. 
We consider now the case p = q = 2. Since in general V'P+q di = (N+ 1)p Z-~i~ 1 
we have in this particular case 
4 
Ed i  = 2(N + 1). 
i= l  
(28) 
Let us assume that  dl + d2 > N. Then we have also d3 + d4 > N. Hence 
4 ~-~i=1 d~ >_ 2(N + 1). In view of (28) this implies dl = d2 = da = da. Thus 
only in this case the condition dl + d2 _~ N + 1 is not fulfilled. In view of 
Theorem 36, this means that  in any case the two smallest characteristic 
degrees are the weakly proper ones. This leads to the following. 
THEOREM 41. Let s = (Sk)o g -1  be a sequence of 2 x 2 blocks and let 
(di) 4 be the characteristic degrees of s in nondecreasing order. Then s ad- 
mits a canonical representation of rank dl + d2. Furthermore, the Hankel 
matrices Hk(s) for d2 ~_ k ~ d3 admit a full-rank Vandermonde factoriza- 
tion. 
The last assertion of the theorem follows from the fact that  the rank of 
Hk(s) equals dl + d2 if d2 ~ k ~ d3. 
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